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Abstract-- The vehicle system is a multi-domain system
that requires many branches of science and engineering.
Therefore the development of the vehicle system requires
the use of design methodologies that utilize simulations,
which have grown increasingly sophisticated in recent years.
This paper describes how VHDL-AMS was used to model
the powertrain, alternator and battery system that are the
basic elements of the vehicle power network system, and
examines the simulation results with the aim of realizing a
system simulation whose scope covers the entire vehicle.
Index Terms—Road Vehicles, Power system simulation,
Modeling, Fuel optimal control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicles are an essential means of transportation today,
and it is not an exaggeration to say that vehicles are
fundamental to social life. Vehicles not only serve as a
means of transportation, but users demand certain
comforts and conveniences from vehicles such as car airconditioning systems and vehicle navigation systems.
The trend is for users to place increasing advanced and
sophisticated demands on vehicles [1].
However, oil resources are in danger of becoming
depleted and oil prices are forecasted to rise. There is also
pressure to reduce the emissions of carbon dioxide that
contribute to global warming. Of the 23 billion tons of
carbon dioxide emitted every year, 17 percent of
emissions are from road traffic, so improving road traffic
can contribute to the reduction of global warming. Air
pollution in major urban centers is also an extremely
important environmental issue, and the need to reduce the
emissions of carbon dioxide, in addition to the need to
reduce traffic accidents and increase safety, are further
considerations related to the use of vehicles [2].
To meet these demands, technologies related to vehicle
development have continued to increase in complexity in
recent years. In vehicle development, it is important
during product development to examine products as a
system, in addition to improving the sophistication of the
individual technologies necessary for normal component
design, such as electromagnetics, construction and
circuits. The vehicle system is a multi-domain system
that requires many branches of science and engineering,
such as mechanical, heat, magnetic, hydraulic and
electrochemical fields, as well as the electrical circuits
and control circuits that drive them. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider all of these fields equally in order
to develop the vehicle as a system. Moreover, it is
difficult to develop the high-mix, high-efficiency
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products through the traditional repetition of prototyping
and testing. Therefore, the development requires the use
of design methodologies that utilize simulations, which
have grown increasingly sophisticated in recent years.
The simulation technology available today is particularly
optimized for individual elements, which are being
deployed in their respective fields. However, in
conducting an analysis of a multi domain system like a
vehicle, it is difficult to simply exchange data between
simulators due to problems with the universality of
simulators. Therefore, the vehicle industry is focusing its
attention on VHDL-AMS (Very High Speed Integrated
Circuit Hardware Description Language-Analog and
Mixed Signal) as an industry standard language certified
by the IEEE [3], with various simulators supporting the
language [1] [4] [5].
This paper describes how VHDL-AMS is used to
model the powertrain, alternator and battery systems that
are the basic elements of the vehicle power network
system, and examines the simulation results with the aim
of realizing a system simulation whose scope covers the
entire vehicle.
II. MODELING OF VEHICLE SYSTEM
The schematic diagram of the vehicle system
simulation model in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The
powertrain means the power transmission device or drive
device, and serves the purpose of transmitting the
mechanical energy generated by the engine to the drive
wheels that actually drive the vehicle. The components of
the powertrain include the engine, clutch, transmission,
and propeller shaft. Mechanical energy generated by the
engine is converted into electrical energy by the
alternator. The electrical power generated by the
alternator is supplied to the electric and electrical
components via the battery.
The followings are the detailed modeling using
VHDL-AMS for the powertrain, alternator, battery
systems and load, which are the four elements of the
vehicle power network system. In this research,
SIMPLORER by Ansoft Corporation was used as a
circuit simulator that supports the use of VHDL-AMS.
A. Powertrain Mdeling
In the powertrain model, the engine rotational speed is
calculated using the vehicle running speed as the input.
Equation (1) is used for the calculation.

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the vehicle system simulation model.
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Fig. 2. Three-phase synchronous generator model.

(1)

Where, n is the engine rotational speed [r/min], V is
the vehicle running speed [km/h], r is the effective tire
radius of the drive wheel [m], im is the gear ratio, and if is
the final reduction gear ratio, respectively. The Japanese
10-15 mode was used for the vehicle running speed
profile, and the gear position for the vehicle speed was
chosen based on reference [6].
B. Alternator Mdeling
The alternator is a claw-pole type field synchronous
generator with field winding. But for the purpose of
simplification, the modeling was conducted using the
combination of a three-phase synchronous generator,
shown in Fig. 2, and a three-phase full-wave rectifier
circuit. The schematic model of the alternator is shown in
Fig. 3, and part of the description of the alternator by
VHDL-AMS is shown in Fig. 4. Using VHDL-AMS, the
modeling of the generator can be simply described using
a voltage equation and equation of motion. It is also
possible to model by using a look-up table of
experimental data or analysis data.

.
Fig. 3. The schematic model of the alternator.

--- Voltage relationships
vfld == rr*ifld + lambda_fld'dot;
vas == rs*ias + lambda_as'dot;
vbs == rs*ibs + lambda_bs'dot;
vcs == rs*ics + lambda_cs'dot;
--- Flux relationships
lambda_as == Lls*ias + Lms*(ias - 0.5*ibs - 0.5*ics) +
Lsr*cos(theta_r_np)*ifld;
lambda_bs == Lls*ibs + Lms*(ibs - 0.5*ias - 0.5*ics) +
Lsr*cos(theta_r_np - pi2_3)*ifld;
lambda_cs == Lls*ics + Lms*(ics - 0.5*ibs - 0.5*ias) +
Lsr*cos(theta_r_np + pi2_3)*ifld;
lambda_fld == (Llr + Lmr)*ifld + Lsr*(cos(theta_r_np)*ias +
cos(theta_r_np - pi2_3)*ibs
+ cos(theta_r_np + pi2_3)*ics);
--- Torque and mechanical relationships
te == np_2*Lsr*ifld*((ias - 0.5*ibs - 0.5*ics)*sin(theta_r_np) sqrt 3over2*(ibs - ics)*cos(theta r np));

C. Battery Modeling
Lead-acid storage battery is widely used in today’s
vehicles. The battery construction is shown in Fig. 5. The
chemical reaction of the battery electrodes causes the
acidic concentration to be lower near the electrodes in the
discharge state. The diffusion of acidic molecules
between the upper and lower concentration regions was
modeled using the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6, by
using diffusion resistance, in addition to a slow- and fastcharging and discharging capacitor [7]. Part of the model
description by VHDL-AMS using the equivalent circuit
from Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7.
The important characteristics of the battery are the
current, voltage and state of charge (SoC) that indicates
the charge state. The SoC is calculated using the equation
below. The charge state of the battery is expressed as the
charge quantity stored in the capacitor. Qinit is the initial
charge quantity stored in the battery, Qmax is the
maximum charge quantity that the battery can be stored,
and Qtotal is the variable charge from charging and
discharging. Additionally, vinit is the initial battery voltage
and vmax is the maximum battery voltage.

Fig. 4. The description by the VHDL-AMS for the alternator (one part).
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(2)

(3)

In this way, the vehicle power network system
becomes a multi domain system, and the powertrain
model is a mechanical domain using a rotational angle,
and the battery and load are the voltage and current of the
electrical domain. The alternator uses the rotational angle
as input and the voltage as output, and is the interface for
the electrical domain and mechanical domain.
v_init := 12
m
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Fig. 5. Typical battery construction.
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Fig. 8. Vehicle power network system model.

III. ANALYSIS RESULTS
Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit of the battery.
TERMINAL t1, t2: ELECTRICAL;
QUANTITY v_ri ACROSS i_ri THROUGH p TO t1;
QUANTITY v_cf ACROSS i_cf THROUGH t1 TO m;
QUANTITY v_rd ACROSS i_rd THROUGH t1 TO t2;
QUANTITY v_cs ACROSS i_cs THROUGH t2 TO m;
QUANTITY v ACROSS p TO m;
BEGIN
BREAK v_fc => v_init, v_sc => v_init;
v_ri == i_ri * ri_val;
v_cf'dot == 1.0/(cf*factor) * i_cf;
v_rd == i_rd * rd;
v_cs'dot == 1.0/(cs*factor) * i_scs;
v_out == v;
Fig. 7. The description by the VHDL-AMS for the battery (one part).

D. Load Modeling
For this research, the load was modeled as ideal
resistance. For the electrical load, R1 is 0.9 Ω and R2 is 7
Ω. R1 is equivalent to using the lights and air-conditioning,
and R2 simulates the hazard lights [8].
E. Vehicle Power Network System Model
The vehicle power network system model is shown in
Fig. 8. This model is comprised of the powertrain,
alternator, battery and load, as already described. As
shown in Fig. 8, DATA model is used to input the vehicle
running speed into the powertrain model. In the DATA
model, the Japanese 10-15 mode speed profile is used. In
the powertrain model, the rotational speed is calculated
for input into the alternator model. In accordance with the
calculated rotational speed, the output voltage and output
current are calculated in the alternator model. In the same
manner, the current and voltage for the battery and
electrical load are calculated in accordance with the
alternator output.
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The simulation was executed using an initial battery
voltage of 12 V. In addition, other parameters for the
synchronous generator and battery were set based on
reference [6]. The battery supplies electrical power to the
load when the alternator output voltage is low, and
supplies current to the field winding of the alternator
when the engine starts. However, when the rotational
speed rises and the alternator output voltage increases, the
alternator supplies the load and field current. Using these
conditions, the analysis results based on the Japanese 1015 mode driving pattern are shown in Fig. 9(a)-(g). When
the vehicle running speed is 0 km/h or the clutch is
disengaged, the engine rotational speed is 0 r/min [(Fig.
9(b)]. At the engine rotational speed is 0 r/min, SoC
characteristic in Fig. 9(g) are shown to decrease.
Furthermore, the battery current in Fig. 9(e) is shown to
be a positive value, from which it can be understood that
the battery supplies electrical power to the load when the
engine rotational speed is 0 r/min. Conversely, when the
engine rotational speed increases, SoC characteristic in
Fig. 9(g) are shown to increase. Furthermore, the battery
current in Fig. 9(e) is shown to be a negative value, from
which it can be understood that the alternator supplies
electrical power to the battery and load. A constant field
current, in Fig. 9(f), is supplied from the battery when the
engine rotational speed is 0 r/min. When the engine
rotational speed increases, the value of the field current
increases. This is because the alternator output current
increases according to the engine rotational speed
increases, and the alternator supplies a current to the field
winding. In an actual vehicle, the alternator uses a voltage
regulator to control the field current value in order to
maintain the output voltage within the default value range.
However, the voltage regulator is not considered in this
simulation model.

(a) Japanese 10-15 mode drive pattern

(f) Field current

(b) Alternator speed

(g) SoC
Fig. 9. Analysis results.

IV. FUEL CONSUMPTION MODELING
The fuel consumption is calculated using equation (4).

ft 

f P
3.6  10 6

(4)

Where, ft is the fuel injection [g/s], f is the fuel
consumption [g/kWh], P is the engine power [W],
respectively. The fuel consumption calculated using
general fuel efficiency contour line is shown in Fig.10,
and the engine power is calculated using equation (5) [9].

(c) Alternator and battery Voltage

P  2nT / 60

(5)

Where, T is the engine torque [Nm] which is calculated
using equation (6).

F  Tim i f  / r

(6)

Where, F is the vehicle driving force [N], η is the
mechanical transmission efficiency, respectively.
When the Vehicle runs on the flat road, the running
resistance is generated. The vehicle driving force and the
running resistance are related to equation (7) during
constant speed driving, and are also related to equation
(8) during acceleration driving condition.

(d) Alternator current

F   r Mg  v 2



M  F   r Mg  v 2  ( M  M r ) / g

(7)



(8)

Where, μr is the coefficient of friction, M is the vehicle
mass [kg], κ is the coefficient of air friction, v is the
vehicle running speed [m/s], α is the acceleration [m/s2],

(e) Battery current
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Mr is equivalent mass for the rotational inertia and g is
gravitational acceleration[m/s2], respectively.
The analysis results based on the Japanese 10-15 mode
driving pattern are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. In Fig.
11, the vehicle is idled while the vehicle stops and in Fig.
12, the vehicle is stopped idling while vehicle stops. The
fuel injection shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 increase
during the acceleration driving. It is thought that this is
sake of the acceleration resistance to occur at the
acceleration processes. The final fuel consumption was
improved from 16.49 km/l to 17.97 km/l by stopping
idling.

Fig. 10. Fuel efficiency map.

Fig. 11. fuel consumption (idling).

Fig. 12. fuel consumption (no idling).

V. CONCLUSION
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